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YouTube: Online video and participatory culture. Before the re- launch of Arrested Development on May 26th
there was a huge buzz about the show online from the fans via social network websites such as Facebook
Twitter and Tumblr and the media. So what is needed are filters, not only based on software and algorithms,
but from experts and professionals as was done by early bloggers for internet content and is now happening
within social networks like Facebook. If anything, the Internet gives conglomerates more opportunities to
develop synergies across media platforms. Scholars have written about powerful censorship that denies open
access to television, and the capabilities of the mass media to construct reality cf. Curran, ; Couldry, ;
Christophers, this research focuses on the effects of internet television on the power structures discussed. New
cable networks create viewer loyalty by associating themselves with particular genre types and by
recombining older broadcast genres for the niche demographics of contemporary TV Spigel,  Mittel, Jason.
The DVR in combination with subscription video-on-demand VOD technologies provided and easy to access
personal television experience and has changed the viewing behavior of many Lotz,  Limitations and future
research. Internet television allows for new ways of creating, consuming and distributing television images,
resulting in a shift of media power and changing its cultural dominance in contemporary societies. Ratings
have become a strategic manipulation of the popularity numbers with broad consequences for current, new,
and future programming. Television found its place within society as a commercial mass-medium dominated
by a network system controlled by broadcast corporations and advertisers. The most defining aspect is the
combination of all these function in a seamlessly integrated interface that allows for multitasking and real-time
updates. New York, McGraw-Hill,  Understanding media: the extension of men. In the current market, there
has been a huge growth in the viewing of television online with viewers choosing to view television shows in
other ways rather than just in the more traditional set-based means. These networked media are destabilizing
the long monopoly of traditional media industries and exclusive producers of text. Many platforms offer users
recommended, most watched, and popular videos, based on their algorithms and software code which can be
considered a new form of control as is discussed in the next paragraph. Television is shifting from a hardware
defined medium towards a software based experience making it less location and medium specific. Swaine, 
This research builds on this perspective by looking at both the technical developments and changes, and the
effects on the practice and acceptance of the television medium. This is comparable to the database of images
and videos on YouTube out of which user generally watch multiple videos creating a sequential context. This
dominant ideology is then spread across other societies within the powerful networks of these international
corporations. Chalaby, ; p. Part of this dominance was the reach these networks achieved which attracted
advertisers and capital. Curran, James. However, traditional measurement tactics become obsolete with the
introduction of the DVR, online video platforms such as Netflix, on-demand services, and the convergence of
internet and television Lotz,  Television with and without subscription co-exist within the same systems, and
viewers will continue to enjoy free television for economic and cultural reasons, whether from preference or
necessity. It is the ultimate transition from television as a mass medium towards a form of individualized
programming in which broadcast programming, local stored content, and online video platforms are all
accessible from the same interface. After the repeal of the syndication Fin-syn regulations rules, which
prevented the major over-the-air broadcast networks ABC, NBC, and CBS from owning program production
activities, there has been a major shift towards vertical integration of production and distribution Lotz, ;
Christopher,  Another result of the internet affecting television and its power structure is the measurement of
post-viewership ratings. April , Cambridge, Massachusetts. Personal television can be described as a set of
industrial and technological practices that work to isolate the individual cultural tastes of the viewer to refine
direct marketing by the ability to group consumers in specific types of audiences for advertisers Parks,  In the
first chapter the historical development of television and the broadcasting industry is described. The boxes not
only allow television content to be displayed on television systems, but provide the user with a wide array of
applications bringing internet functionalities to the television screen. Envisioning media power: On capital and
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geographies of television.


